collection of paths are edge-disjoint if no edge appears in more than one of them. The connectivity c(£, rj) of two distinct vertices £, 77 is the minimum of the degrees of the subsets of V(G) which separate them. It can be shown 1 that c(£, rj) is also the maximum number of edge-disjoint frç-paths which can be found in G. G is k-connected if d(S) > k for every non-empty proper subset S of V(G).
A path £o, Xi, £i, X2, £2, X 3 , . . . , X n , £ n of iV is forwards-directed if X^ = ^_i (and so necessarily X^/z = £ t -) for z = 1, 2, . . . , n. Robbins (4) proved that every 2-connected unoriented graph has an orientation in which every vertex is accessible from every other. Such an orientation is clearly 1-accessible, since, if 5 C V(N) and x(S) = 0, no element of >S is accessible from any element of S. This suggests the generalization that, for every positive integer k, every 2&-connected unoriented graph has a ^-accessible orientation. (2&-connectedness is of course a necessary condition for possessing a ^-accessible orientation, since d(S) = x(S) + x(S) for every subset 5 of the vertices of an oriented graph.) Since an unoriented (oriented) graph is clearly ^-connected (^-accessible) if and only if c(£, 17) (a(£, rj)) > k for every pair (ordered pair) of distinct vertices J, 77, our proposed generalization of Robbins' theorem states that, if c(£, rj) > 2k for every pair £, 77 of distinct vertices of U, then U has an orientation in which a(£, 77) > k for every ordered pair £, 77 of distinct vertices (k being a positive integer). This in turn suggests the following sharper result, which it is the object of this paper to prove: THEOREM 
Every unoriented graph has an admissible orientation.
Robbins' theorem was extended to infinite graphs by Egyed (2) . An extension of Theorem 1 to infinite graphs has been obtained, but the details, being somewhat heavy, are deferred to a possible future paper. ^ince this result is relevant to the present paper only as a slight additional motivation for the definition of connectivity, we omit its proof. It can be proved on lines suggested by the proof of Menger's Theorem on pp. 244-247 of (3) . 2 This result is mentioned only as additional motivation for the definition of a(£, 77), and its proof is omitted.
A vertex of U is even or odd according as its degree is even or odd respectively. A partition of a set A is a set of disjoint subsets of A whose union is A. A pair-set of A is a set of subsets of order 2 of A. If P is a pair-set of A and B C A, the subset P B of P is defined to be the set of those pairs {a, fi\ Ç P such that 5 separates a, 0. If 5 C ^(^0 and P is a pair-set of F(C/), the
of two distinct vertices £, 77 is the minimum of the P-reduced degrees of the subsets of V(U) which separate them. An odd-vertex-pairing of C/is a partition of the set of odd vertices of U into subsets of order 2; such a partition exists since, by (3, chapter II, Theorem 3), the number of odd vertices of U is even 3 .
We shall show in §2 that, if P is an odd-vertex (In accordance with our definitions, the notation {{6, 4>}} B means P B where P is the pair-set whose sole member is {6, 0}.)
The proof of Lemma 1 is left to the reader.
Definition.
Let A be a set, P be a pair-set of A and B, C be subsets of A. Then P(B, C) will denote the number of pairs {a, (3} G P such that one of a, /3 belongs to B and the other to C.
LEMMA 2. Let S, T be subsets of V(U) and P be a pair-set of V(U).
Then
(iii) if P T = {{0, <£}}, ze/Aere (9 Ç T and $ e T, then Then (i) and (ii) are easily proved by expressing all terms on each side of (i) and (ii) in terms of the d tj and p i3 -for example,
It can also be shown by this method that
which clearly implies (iii).
Definitions.
If Therefore c p (£, 77) < c(£, 77)*.
COROLLARY 3C. If F C F(C/), P is Y-optimal if and only ifd p (S)
> c(£, 77)* for ez;ery £ri/>/e 5, J, 77 such that 5C F(£/), ? € 5HF and 77 £ SC\Y.
Proof. The given condition is equivalent to the assertion that, for every pair £, 77 of distinct elements of F, c p (£, 77) > c(£, 77)*; and this inequality is equivalent to equality by Corollary 3B.
COROLLARY 3D. P is optimal if and only if d p (S) > c(S)* for every subset SofV(U).
Proof. Take F = V(U) in Corollary 3C.
Rotational Conventions.
When, to avoid ambiguity, it is necessary to specify the graph relative to which a graph-theoretical symbol is defined, the letter denoting the graph will be attached to the symbol in some convenient way. For example, if £ is a common vertex of two graphs G and H, d G (£) will denote the degree of £ in G. We shall, however, make the convention that, whenever two or more graphs are under consideration and one of them is denoted by the letter U, all graph-theoretical symbols relate to U unless the contrary is specified-for example, d(£), if otherwise ambiguous, means d £/(£).
Definitions. A subgraph of U is an unoriented graph H such that V(H) C V(U), E(H) C. E(U)
and each edge of H joins the same vertices in H as in U. If X is a subset of V(U), U x will denote the unoriented graph defined by
where X' is a newly introduced vertex and is not an element of the set V(U) W E(U);
(ii) each element ofïoï joins the same vertices in U x as in U; (iii) if | G X and X G {£} o X, then X joins f and X' in U x . Thus Z7 X is obtained from U by contracting to a single vertex X' the subgraph of U formed by the elements of X and those of X o X. (1) or (2) respectively is true.
LEMMA 4. If Z d X (Z V(U) and P is an optimal odd-vertex-pairing of
U x , then d(Z) > \P Z \ + c(Z)*. Proof. Let U x = H. Since d(Z) = d H {Z) > |P Z | + c
(S)*, c(S H T)* > c(T)*, whence (1) is true. If, finally, c(S C\ T)* > c(S)* and c(S r\ T)* > c(S)*, then, since either c(S H T)* > c(T)* or c(S C\ T)* > c{T)* by Lemma 5, either

Definitions.
Let We shall now suppose that U is a given unoriented graph, and make the inductive hypothesis that every unoriented graph of lower order than U has an optimal odd-vertex-pairing. By deducing that U has one also, we shall clearly establish Theorem 2.
LEMMA 8. If V(U) has a non-vertical critical subset, U has an optimal odd-vertex-pairing.
Proof. Let X be a non-vertical critical subset of V(U), and let H = Ux, K = U x > The definition of "critical" implies that X and X are non-empty; hence, since X is non-vertical, |X| > 2 and |X| > 2. Therefore ord H < ord U and ord K < ord U. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, there exist optimal odd-vertex-pairings P, Q of H, K respectively. Since X is critical, d(X) is even. Therefore X\ X' are even in H, K respectively. Moreover, each element of X, X has clearly the same degree in U as in H, K respectively. Therefore P VJ Q ( = R, say) is an odd-vertex-pairing of U. We will show that R is optimal in U. Proof. Let £, 77 be distinct elements of F. It is clear that (which implies (4)) unless there is a subset X of V(U) such that X separates £ and 77, X 6 X<5 and
(5) rf(X) =c (£,").
If there is such an X, then clearly c^_\(J, 77) = c(£, 77) -1, so that (4) still holds if c(%, 77) is odd. But c(£, 77) cannot now be even, since this, together with (5), would imply that X was ^-critical and hence F-critical, so that X<5 would be a F-critical cincture including X.
LEMMA 10. If Y C V( U) and some edge X of U belongs to no Y-critical cincture, then U has a Y-optimal odd-vertex-pairing.
Proof. Let a, £ be the vertices joined by X. By the inductive hypothesis, we can select an optimal odd-vertex-pairing P of U -X. Since a, /3 each have different parities in U -X and Z7, and every other vertex has the same parity in each graph, an odd-vertex-pairing R of U may be defined as follows:
(i) if a, 13 are both odd in U, let R = P W {{a, /3}} ; (ii) if a is even and /3 odd in U, let R = (P -{{ a , a}}) KJ {{/3, 0-}}, where 0-is the vertex paired with aby P; (in) if a is odd and /3 even in £7, let R = (P -[[fi, r}}) U {{a, r}}, where r is paired with /3 by P ;
(iv) if a, 0 are both even in U and {a, 0} 6 P, let P = P -{{a, /3}} ; (v) if a, 0 are both even in U and {a, fi} $ P, let
R= (P-{{a,a},{P,r}})^i{<r,r}},
where or, r are paired with a, fi respectively by P. If 5 C V{U), £ € S r\ Y and rj G S H F, then, since P is optimal in U -X,
By Lemmas 9 and 10A and (6),
c(S, v)* + \Rs\ < cu-x& v)* + \Ps\ + |{{«, ft}s\ <d u^( S) + \{{a 1 fi}} s \ =d(S).
Hence, by Corollary 3C, R is F-optimal; and Lemma 10 is proved.
LEMMA 11. If Y C V(U) and F o F =J= A, then U has a Y-optimal oddvertex-pairing.
Proof. Let X G F o F. If X belongs to no F-critical cincture, Lemma 10 gives the required result; we may therefore assume that X G Xb for some F-critical subset X of V(U). If X were vertical, it would be of the form {co} or V(U) -{oe} for some vertex co. But then X would be incident with co since X G Xô, and co would belong to F since the F-criticality of X requires X to separate two elements of F; these conclusions contradict the assumption that X G F o F. Hence X must be non-vertical. Therefore, by Lemma 8, U has an optimal, and therefore F-optimal, odd-vertex-pairing.
LEMMA 12. If Y C V(U) and X is a Y-minimal subset of V{U), then (i) c(£, rj) > d{X) for each pair £, 77 0/ distinct elements of F; (ii) c(5) > d(X) for every subset S of V(U) which divides Y.
Proof. Since X is F-minimal, d{T) > d(X) for every subset T of F([/) which divides F. This fact implies (i), and (i) implies (ii). Proof. Let X be a non-vertical F-minimal subset of V(U). Then X divides F, so that we can select two vertices a£Xr\Y,r£Xr\Y.
Then c(a, T) > d{X) by Lemma 12 (i), and c(a, r) < <Z(X) since X separates c, r; hence c(a, r) = d{X). It follows that, if d{X) is even, then X is critical, so that U has an optimal and therefore F-optimal odd-vertex-pairing by Lemma 8. We shall therefore assume that d(X) is odd.
Write Ux = H, U x = K. Since X divides Y,x =j = A and X =}= A; therefore, since X is non-vertical, \X\ > 2 and |X| > 2. Therefore ord iJ < ord U and ord K < ord £/; hence H, K have, by the inductive hypothesis, optimal oddvertex-pairings P, (2 respectively. Since d(X) is odd, X', X' are odd vertices of H y K respectively; let X', X' be paired with 0, <j> by P, Q respectively. Then, since each element of X, X has the same degree in U as in H, K respectively, R= (p-{\e, x'}\) w «2 -{{*,x'}\) yj {{e, <j>}\ is an odd-vertex-pairing of U.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4 and the obvious fact that
To prove that R is F-optimal (which will establish Lemma 13), it suffices, by Corollary 3C, to prove
LEMMA 13B. If S C V(U), £ e S r\ Y and v £ S n Y, then
Proof. We shall consider separately the cases (I) S C\ X, S P\ X, S P\ X, S H X all meet F; (II) 5 H X C F; (III) 5 H X C F; (IV) £ H X C F; (V) S P\ X C F. (It suffices that these cases are jointly exhaustive; that not all pairs of them are mutually exclusive does not matter.)
Proof of (7) in Case I. Let Z\ be whichever of 5 C\ X, 5 C\ X includes £ and Z 2 be the other. Let Z 3 be whichever of S C\ X, >S C\ X includes rj and Z\ be the other. Then
since J 6 Zi C Z 3 and ?y 6 Z 3 C Zi. Moreover, since the Z t all meet F by the hypothesis of Case I, they all divide F; therefore
by Lemma 12 (ii). Using Lemma 2 (ii), Lemma 13A and (8), and using (9) for i = 2, 4, we obtain
which implies (7) since c(£, 77)* and (by Corollary 3A) d R (S) are even.
Proof of (7) in Case II. To prove (7) by reductio ad absurdurn, let us suppose that (7) is false. Since c(£, 77)* and, by Corollary 3A, d R (S) are even, the falsity of (7) implies that Since X, being F-minimal, divides F and 6 6 F by (15) and the hypothesis of Case II, it follows that X -{6} divides F. Therefore d{X -{6}) > d{X), since X is F-minimal. But, by (15) and Lemma 2 (i),
which vanishes by (17). It follows from the last two sentences that
By (15) and the facts that {0,0} G R and K Î, Proof. If | Y\ = 0 or 1, any odd-vertex-pairing of U is vacuously Foptimal; we may therefore assume that \Y\ > 2. We may also, by Lemmas 11 and 13, assume that
and that V(U) has no non-vertical F-minimal subset. But V(U) has a Fminimal subset since \Y\ > 2; hence it must have a vertical one. This clearly implies that {co} is F-minimal for some co G V(U). Since {co} is F-minimal, it divides F; therefore co G F. Therefore, by the data of Lemma 14, U has a (F -{co})-optimal odd-vertex-pairing P. (co, 0) > c(o>, 0)*, which must of course reduce to equality by Corollary 3B. Since this holds for any 0 £ F{oe}, and since P is already (F -{a>})-optimal, it follows that P is F-optimal. Lemma 14 is therefore proved.
Using induction on |F|, we infer from Lemma 14 that U has an optimal odd-vertex-pairing. This, in turn, completes the inductive step in our proof of Theorem 2 by induction on the order of the graph. 
LEMMA 15. If N is quasi-symmetrical and S C V(N), then x(S) = ^d(S).
Proof. Since xY is quasi-symmetrical, we have
S-*V(N) = £ *(M) = S «({«}) = W)-*S.
Subtracting S -> S from each side gives 5 -> >S = S -•> 5, which clearly implies the required result.
Given any unoriented graph [/, the following argument now shows that it has an admissible orientation. By Theorem 2, we can select an optimal oddvertex-pairing P of [/. Construct an unoriented graph iïsuch that (i) V(H) = V(U), (ii) [/ is a subgraph of H, and (iii) two distinct vertices £, 77 are joined in H by exactly one element of E(H) -E(U) if {£, 77} Ç P and by no such element otherwise. Since P is an odd-vertex-pairing of [/, i7 is Eulerian and therefore (3, p. 30, 11. 4-9) has a quasi-symmetrical orientation Q. Let N, M be the induced orientations of [/, F respectively, where F is the subgraph of H defined I am grateful to the referee for some improvements in the presentation of this paper.
by V{F) = V{H) {= V(U)), E(F) = E(H) -E(U).
